Introduction to Resource
Practices Branch (RPB)
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Presentation Outline
• Primary Functions
• Structure
• Overview by Section
– Mandate
– Accomplishments
– Priorities/Issues
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RPB Primary Functions
1. Oversee the development and implementation of forest
stewardship laws, policies and practices (FRPA).
2. Land Base Investment Strategy - planning* and delivery.
3. Silviculture and Ecology Research.
4. Monitoring and improvement of forest practices through
the effectiveness evaluation program (FREP).
5. Main point of contact with the Forest Practices Board and
other entities on forest practices related issues.

*Involves collaboration with Corporate Initiative Division
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RPB Structure
RPB – Total Staffing
(34*)

Harvesting &
Silviculture Practices
(19)

Business Operations
(4)

Sustainable
Resource
Management
(10)
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* Includes Director

RPB 12/13 Budget Summary
Budget Category

2012 /13 Interim Allocation

Salaries

$3.062M

Base Budget (net of salaries)

$0.632 M

LBIS (total before allocations out of
RPB)

$68.899 M

LBIS (retained by RPB)

$12.700M
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Forest & Range Practices Act
The Resource Practices Branch is the Office of Primary
Responsibility for the Forest and Range Practices Act which
has multi-agency objectives, as well as plan-based and
regulation-based practice requirements for:

•

• Soils
• Visual quality
• Timber
Forage and associated
plant communities
• Water
• Fish

•

Wildlife
• Biodiversity
• Recreation resources
• Resource features
• Cultural heritage
resources

Limited capacity to support FRPA due to
vacant Sustainable Forest Management Officer position
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Sustainable Resource
Management Section
•

Manager : Ian Miller
– Visual Resource Management Officer : Jacques Marc
– Forest Water Management Officer : Dave Maloney
– Sustainable Forest Management Officer : Vacant
– Sustainable Forest Management Specialist : Kristine Weese
– Stewardship Evaluation Officer : Peter Bradford
– Stewardship Evaluation Forester : Frank Barber
– Biodiversity Officer : Nancy Densmore
– Quality Assurance & Reporting Specialist : Barry Elliot
– Research Ecologist : Shirley Mah
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Visual Resource Management


•



British Columbia’s scenic landscapes
are highly valued by the public and
are critical to BC’s Tourism Industry
Visual Resource Management is about
identifying those landscapes that are
visually sensitive and about designing
forestry operations to meet visual
quality objectives and to fit with the
natural character of the landscape.

The Visual Program contributes to the “Super Natural BC”
reputation and provides critical support to the BC Tourism
Sector.
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Visual Resource Management
Accomplishments (2011/2012):
•
•
•
•

Roadside Management Public Perception Report Published
5 LBIS Visual landscape Inventory projects completed.
108 FREP Checklists completed.
2 FREP Visual training courses delivered

Priorities/Issues (2012/2013):
• LBIS will invest $250, 000 in Visual Landscape Inventory updates in
2012/13 in priority MPB units
• Data management has been a challenge since the Visual landscape
Inventory Specialist position was eliminated.
• Funding for Wind Energy Perception Study.
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• Training FLNRO staff and industry.

Water Management


RPB brings forest
management expertise and
perspectives to legislation,
policies and procedures
designed to adequately
protect water values from
potential impacts of forest
and range management



RPB collaborates with other
branches and agencies re
Living Water Smart, Water
Act, Fish Passage, etc



Issues management , for
example, forest hydrology
and flooding issues
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Water and Fish Passage
• Recent accomplishments: reported on 2650 water
quality evaluations , remediated 90 fish stream
crossings, database with 10,000 culvert assessments,
revised guidebook
• Priorities/Issues: Water – 1 FTE, high demand for
expertise (e.g. MPB-related flooding)
Fish passage – 0 FTE, all LBI-funded, huge number of
“legacy” crossings require remediation
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Forest and Range Evaluation Program
(FREP)
•

•

•

Evaluates how well
forest and range policies
and practices are
achieving government’s
objectives
Assesses the
effectiveness of
legislation
Identifies FRPA
implementation issues
and continuous
improvement
opportunities
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Forest and Range Evaluation Program (FREP)
Accomplishments Include:
• Over 7000 samples to date
• Increased sampling efficiency
• More than 31 Reports, 20
Extension Notes and dozens of
other products
• Applications – cumulative effects,
legislation and policy, professional
reliance and certification,
assessing multiple resource values

Priorities/Issues:
• Significant resource cutbacks have
reduced sampling intensity
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Future Forest Ecosystem Initiative
• Ministry response to the climate change challenge
• Research program to inform adaptation of forest and range
policies and practices to climate change
• Future Forest Ecosystems Scientific Council (FFESC)
comprises FLNRO, MoE, UBC and UNBC
• Chair was Executive Director , Resource Stewardship
Division
• Secretariat is RPB (K Weese)
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Future Forest Ecosystem Initiative
• FFESC will wrap-up its 3 year program in June 2012:
– 27 research project reports
– Synthesis of research outcomes
– Closing conference/workshop in mid June, with focus on
clarifying policy implications of research to inform Govt
action plan

• All RPB programs will utilize FFESC outcomes to inform
evaluation of their policy areas in light of climate change
• RPB has a key role in implementing the Forest
Stewardship Action Plan for Climate Change Adaptation
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Forest Practices Board
• The Board conducts audits and investigations of forest
and range practices subject to FRPA
• RPB is primary point of contact and liaison with FPB
• RPB assists FLNRO offices subject to Board projects
with process, representations and recommendations
• Current priorities: representations on Okanagan water
quality audit , NSR audit and Campbell River BCTS audit
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Ecology Research
•

•

BEC classification system,
interpretations and knowledge
for supporting sustainable
forest management in BC
Provincial interpretations
ecologist, in collaboration with
provincial BEC correlator,
regional research ecologists,
other ministry staff and
industry, leads these
ecologically-based initiatives:
–
–
–

SIBEC site productivity project
Tree Species Selection Project
Landscape-level tree species
strategies
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Ecology Research
• Accomplishments:
– Climate-based Tree Species Selection Tool (version 1.0, content for Northern
Interior regions)
– Landscape-level Species Strategy for Forest Management in British Columbia:
Exploration of Development and Implementation Issues (Tech Report 067)
– SIBEC 2012 Approximation site productivity estimates (incorporates 664 new
samples in priority mid-term timber supply TSAs)

• Priorities/Issues:
– Climate-based Tree Species Selection Tool (content for Coast and Cariboo
regions)
– Landscape-level tree species strategy pilot (Quesnel TSA): framework and
methodology
– Technology/funding support for upgrading the SIBEC analysis/reporting
application to enable generating the SIBEC 2013 Approximation estimates
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Timber Harvesting & Silviculture Practices Section
•

Manager : Lorne Bedford
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Forest Establishment Officer : John McClarnon
Forest Health Officer : Tim Ebata
Provincial Forest Health Pathologist : Harry Kope
Provincial Forest Entomologist: Jennifer Burleigh
Resource Investment Officer : Allan Powelson
Resource Investment Planning Specialist : Vacant
Research Leader Silviculture : Louise de Montigny
Research Scientist Stand Development: George Harper
Silviculture Research Technician: Dave Goldie
Program Delivery Coordinator : Dave Cornwell
Stand Management Officer & Data Custodian: Ralph Winter
Forest Investment Specialist : Monty Locke
Intensive Silviculture Specialist : Kevin Astridge
Silviculture Performance Assessment Specialist: Dave Weaver
Silviculture Reporting & Strategic Planning Officer : Paul Rehsler
Silviculture Reporting Specialist: Caroline Macleod
Forest Management Analyst: Matt Le Roy
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Forest Renewal
• Basic Silviculture – legal
obligation to reforest areas that
are harvested
- about 80% of harvested areas
are planted
- on average there is a 2 year
delay between harvesting and
planting
• Planting naturally disturbed
areas (e.g. Pine Beetle) is a
discretionary investment by
government (FFT program)
• On average about 200 million
trees are planted in BC annually20

Forest Renewal
• Areas must be reforested with
ecologically suitable and
commercially valuable tree
species
• This reforestation obligation
includes stand maintenance until
it is free growing (i.e., up to 20
years)
• Species selection and diversity major focus area for Climate
Change Adaptation
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Land Based Investment Strategy
– LBIS was created in 2010 by consolidating a number of
provincially funded land -based programs to ensure limited funds
are expended in the most efficient and effective way
– LBIS provides funding to Current Reforestation, Timber Supply
Mitigation, Forest Health, Tree Improvement , Forest Inventory,
Fire Management, Fish Passage , Ecosystem Restoration,
Invasive Plants, Water , Wildlife, Range and Recreation sites and
trails.
– Interim 90% budget allocation for 12/13 is $68.899 M. 100 % is
about $3 M lower than the total following a10 million uplift noted
in Estimates Debate
– Budget for 13/14 is currently projected to decrease by $40 M
below 12/13 level then return to 11/12 levels
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Forests for Tomorrow (FFT)
Provincial response to addressing impacts associated with wildfires
and areas destroyed by insects and disease - such as MPB
In 2012/13, FFT will invest $34.45 M to reforest areas impacted by the MPB
and wildfire to improve timber supply by:

planting ~ 14.5 M seedlings
reducing provincial backlog NSR by 80,000 ha
producing select seed to reforest approximately 123,000 ha
Updating the FFT Strategic Plan ( 6 month NSR project )
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Timber Supply Mitigation • Forest practices to enhance the mid
term timber supply
• Spacing and pruning are used improve
value and achieve merchantable
volume sooner
• Fertilizer operations are used to
increase growth and improve mid term
timber supply (28 000 ha planned for
2012/13))
• In 2012/13 LBIS will invest $11.85 M in
timber supply mitigation treatments
• Current projection is no funding for
timber supply mitigation in 2013/14
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Forest Health
– Forest pests include mammals, diseases and insects
– Forest Health program involves detection and mitigation
treatments (which includes the Gypsy Moth)
– RPB coordinates and provides expert advice for the regional
forest health program
– RPB directly manages the Gypsy moth treatment program
– RPB provides SLA litigation support
– Planned Provincial forest health budget for 12/13 is $8.5 M
• $7.8 M targeted at treatments in highest priority areas
• $0.7 M for Provincial aerial overview survey& other surveys
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Accomplishment highlights :
•
•
•

11/12 LBIS goals accomplished & 12/13 LBIS strategy finalized
Species diversity reports developed at TSA level
Responded to FPB audits on RESULTS and NSR and OAG audit on Timber
Objective

Priorities :
•
•
•
•
•

Follow-up on OAG audit on Timber Objectives & FPB audit on RESULTS
Update FFT strategic plan (Hansard Commitment)
RPB responsibilities tied to Forest Stewardship Action Plan for Climate Change
Adaptation
Supporting FSP renewals
Strengthen linkage between reforestation ,inventory and timber supply

Issues :
•

Resource Investment Planning Specialist Position to support LBIS is vacant
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Silviculture Research
• Research to support and
guide policy for silvicultural
investment decisions and
best management practices
• Investigating silvicultural
practices to improve forest
resilience to climate change
• Maintaining a network of
long term GY research
installations and database as
a source of high quality data
for client information needs27

Silviculture Research
Accomplishment Highlights:
• Presentations at CIF AGM, Western Mensurationists, CSC
• Completed FFESC Project “Using red alder as an adaptation strategy to
reduce environmental, social and economic risks of climate change in
coastal BC”
• Remeasured 435 GY managed stand EP plots (only 63% of scheduled
high priority plots due to lack of funding)
• Developed a client-based 3 Year Strategic Plan for Silviculture Research

Issues:
• Anomalous unfunded research position vacant (Research Silviculturist
Forest Productivity)
• Significant uncertainty and concerns with new research model
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Business Operations Section
•
•
•
•

Manager : Elizabeth Easton
Administrative Assistant: Christine Lechelt
Administrative Coordinator: Deborah Krastel
Project Assistant : Jacquie Louie
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Business Operations
• Performing aspects of program administration support
and program planning and management as referenced
in the 2012/13 Divisional Workplan Business Theme:
Our People and Organization under the key function
Planning and Program Management
• Providing input to and communication of administrative
and financial policy and procedures in support of
ministry, divisional and branch business
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Business Operations
• Day to day the Business Operations section provides
flexible and knowledgeable support for all branch
initiatives and major projects by providing necessary
administrative services including project assistance for
operational work, travel planning, correspondence
services, TRIM (filing) and systems coordination and
advice, most aspects of human resource services,
meeting and conference arrangements and liaison and
communication with CSNR staff regarding government
and ministry policies and procedures.
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Priority Issues for ADM
•

•
•
•
•

12/13 LBIS
– Require ADM approval recommendation to DM in collaboration with ADM CID
– 12/13 budget approval pending
• Interim allocation is $ 3 M lower than estimates debate
• Final funding decisions required for wildlife and range
• Decisions pending on release of the 3 year strategy re $40M budget
reduction in 13/14
FFT Strategy Update
FREP funding pressure
Presentation to Select Standing Committee on Public Accounts in response to OAG
audit
Expenditure Authority for purchases greater than $500,000
– PwC transfers for LBIS administration / BCTS JV’s for LBIS delivery
– FRPA s 108 payments
– Btk and fertilizer purchases
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Chief Forester vs ADM Roles &
Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•

PAC (Forest & Range Practices Advisory Council ) - CF (co-chair )
FFESC – Chair was Executive Director, RSD
FREP Executive Sponsor - CF
Chief Provincial Forest Health Review Committee
CPPMC (Critical Plant Pest Management Committee) – CF
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